Comprehensive analysis of the largest first-principles simulations to date shows that stochastic waveparticle decorrelation is the dominant mechanism responsible for electron heat transport driven by electron temperature gradient turbulence with extended radial streamers. The transport is proportional to the local fluctuation intensity, and phase-space island overlap leads to a diffusive process with a time scale comparable to the wave-particle decorrelation time, determined by the fluctuation spectral width. This kinetic time scale is much shorter than the fluid time scale of eddy mixing. Turbulence of the fusion plasma in a tokamak reactor, where magnetic field lines form nested flux surfaces to confine charged particles, is often excited by pressuregradient-driven, electrostatic, drift-wave instabilities [1] possessing anisotropic mode structures. Turbulence eddies rotate along surfaces of constant electrostatic potentials in the direction perpendicular to both the electric and magnetic fields (E B drift). In the prevailing fluid picture [2], transport is understood as arising from the eddy mixing process of a random walk with a correlation length of the eddy size and with a decorrelation time of the eddy turnover time [3, 4] . The mixing length argument [5] conjectures that transport increases sensitively with the eddy size along the radial direction of pressure gradients.
Turbulence of the fusion plasma in a tokamak reactor, where magnetic field lines form nested flux surfaces to confine charged particles, is often excited by pressuregradient-driven, electrostatic, drift-wave instabilities [1] possessing anisotropic mode structures. Turbulence eddies rotate along surfaces of constant electrostatic potentials in the direction perpendicular to both the electric and magnetic fields (E B drift). In the prevailing fluid picture [2] , transport is understood as arising from the eddy mixing process of a random walk with a correlation length of the eddy size and with a decorrelation time of the eddy turnover time [3, 4] . The mixing length argument [5] conjectures that transport increases sensitively with the eddy size along the radial direction of pressure gradients.
The concept of turbulent transport via the eddy mixing is valid when the collisional mean-free-path of constituent particles is much shorter than the eddy correlation length so that particles and eddies move together as fluid elements. However, in high temperature fusion plasmas, the mean-free-path of charged particles along the magnetic field lines is much longer than typical eddy length in the parallel direction. In this nearly collisionless, wavedominated plasma turbulence, transport in the radial direction is supported by the random E B motions of charged particles. If charged particles decouple from turbulence eddies due to kinetic effects before eddies could execute a complete rotation, the transport process is regulated by the kinetic wave-particle decorrelation rather than by the fluid eddy mixing.
We report here the first results from the largest ever plasma simulations that wave-particle decorrelation is the dominant mechanism responsible for the electron heat transport driven by electron temperature gradient (ETG) turbulence [6] . As a paradigm of anisotropic turbulence, ETG turbulence is dominated by elongated eddies (streamers) and is a subject of current interest as a candidate for driving electron heat transport in fusion plasmas [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . Various spatial and temporal scales of the ETG turbulence are calculated through comprehensive analysis of the massive data produced from our simulations. We find that ETG transport is proportional to the local fluctuation intensity, and that phase-space island overlap leads to a diffusive process with a time scale comparable to the wave-particle decorrelation time determined by the fluctuation spectral width. This kinetic time scale is much shorter than the fluid time scale of eddy mixing. Therefore, transport in the ETG turbulence is in the low Kubo number regime. Since the ratio of fluid-to-kinetic time scales increases with the device size, the extrapolation of the transport level from present-day experiments to future larger reactors could be overly pessimistic, if we invoke the simplistic mixing length argument with the streamer length as the spatial step size and the fluid time scale as the time step size.
ETG simulation.-The ETG turbulence in a tokamak is studied using gyrokinetic particle-in-cell simulations [15] , which suppress the rapid gyromotion of charged particles about magnetic field lines to remove high frequency modes and to reduce the dimension of phase space from six to five. Both linear and nonlinear wave-particle interactions, and nonlocal geometric effects are treated rigorously in a wellbenchmarked, massively parallel, global gyrokinetic toroidal code (GTC) [4] . A global field-aligned mesh [16] provides the maximal computational efficiency without any approximation in physics or geometry to describe the toroidal drift-wave eigenmode [17] with anisotropic structures. An effective collision operator modeling a heat bath [18] prevents the relaxation of temperature profile. Ion response is adiabatic since the ETG wavelength is much smaller than the ion gyroradius. The tokamak with concentric flux surfaces is described by magnetic coordinates , , ) , where r is the radial coordinate labeling the flux surfaces, is the poloidal angle, and is the toroidal angle. Global GTC simulations use representative tokamak plasmas with the following local parameters at a radial position r 0:5a, R=L T 5:3, R=L n 2:2, q 1:4, s 0:78, T e =T i 1, and a=R 0:36. Here R is the major radius, a is the minor radius, L T and L n are the electron temperature and density gradient scale lengths, T i and T e are the ion and electron temperatures, q is the safety factor, and s is the magnetic shear. The boundary condition of the perturbed electrostatic potential 0 is enforced at r < 0:1a and r > 0:9a. The size of the tokamak used in the simulation is a 500 e , where e e = e is electron gyroradius with electron cyclotron frequency e , electron thermal speed e T e =m e 1=2 , and electron mass m e . The computational mesh consists of 32 toroidal grids, and a set of unstructured radial and poloidal grids with a perpendicular grid size of e . The time step is 0:2L T = e . The ETG mode is unstable with a linear threshold of R=L T 4, and the most unstable linear mode centers at r 0:5a with a poloidal wave vector k e 0:35, a real frequency ! 0:12 e =L T , and a growth rate 0:030 e =L T . The simulation starts with random perturbations of small amplitude. The unstable ETG modes first grow exponentially, as evident in the electron heat conductivity e shown in Fig. 1 , then saturate at time t 430L T = e , and finally evolve into turbulence with steady state transport. Here, the heat conductivity e QL T =T e is calculated using the heat flux Q R 1 2 m e 2 r fd 3 measured from simulations, where is the electron velocity, r is the radial E B drift, and f is the perturbed distribution function. The particle flux is zero because of the ion adiabatic response and quasineutrality condition. Numerical convergence with respect to grid size and time step have been achieved by varying the grid size and the time step. More importantly, convergence with respect to the number of particles needs to be carefully studied to make sure that numerical noise [15] associated with discreteness in the phase space does not affect the physics being studied. In Fig. 1 , it is shown that transport level (and other statistically significant quantities such as fluctuation intensity) changes little when the number of particles per cell increases from 400 to 2000. To further quantify the effects of the particle noise in ETG simulations, the noise-driven transport is measured directly using a scramble test, calculated by a quasilinear theory using the noise spectrum measured in simulations, and estimated using the entropy [19] ; all agree within a factor of 2. In Fig. 1 , the estimated noise-driven transport is shown to be 4000 times smaller than the ETG turbulent transport in the simulation using 2000 particles per cell. This definitive demonstration of convergence with respect to the number of particles in simulations on the long time scales has only recently become feasible thanks to the newly available computing resources that enable these simulations with 38 10 9 particles and ten thousand time steps by using 70 hours of 6400 processors of a Cray supercomputer.
Nonlinear saturation.-This numerically-converged, long-time simulation achieving steady state turbulence provides a solid basis for studying ETG nonlinear saturation and transport mechanism. In the linear phase, ETG toroidal eigenmodes form with an average parallel component of wave vector k jj R 0:9, and an average poloidal component of wavevector k e 0:26, as shown in the early time of Fig. 2 . The initial nonlinear saturation of the ETG instability is primarily due to nonlinear toroidal mode coupling, consistent with theoretical analysis [11, 12] . The spectral energy gradually flows towards longer wavelengths, eventually down to damped modes, as indicated by the downshift of the poloidal spectrum to k e 0:18. The width of the poloidal spectrum increases to k e 0:08. The parallel spectrum also increases to k jj R 1:0 in the steady state. On a longer time scale, the spatial re- 
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265003-2 arrangement of fluctuations occurs via turbulence spreading in which fluctuation energy flows from unstable to stable radial regions [16, 18] . The steady state is maintained through the balance of sources and sinks in both spectral and real spaces.
The structures of electrostatic potential in steady state ETG turbulence are shown in Fig. 3 . The apparently coherent structures actually consist of many (10 2 ) unstable toroidal eigenmodes with significant amplitudes. Each eigenmode with a toroidal mode number n contains many poloidal m harmonics. Each m harmonic has a narrow radial width centered around its mode rational surface r 0 , where qr 0 m=n. For modest positive magnetic shear, neighboring m harmonics overlap to form radially elongated structures, i.e., macroscopic streamers with a radial scale close to the temperature gradient length L T . During the saturation process [11] , generation of zonal flows (n m 0 harmonics) is too weak to break up the radial streamers or to affect the electron transport (thus zonal flows are not included in subsequent analysis). This is in contrast to the ion temperature gradient (ITG) turbulence where strong zonal flows break up the streamers [4] . Note that when magnetic shear s is negative or weak, ETG turbulence is not dominated by streamers [8] and the transport is low. To estimate the streamer length, we calculate the two-point correlation function, C r r; hrr;r;i h 2 rr;ih 2 r;i p , where h i represents averaging over 0; 2 and r= e 200; 350 at 0. Radial correlation function C r r is then calculated by taking the maximal value along the ridge of C r r; . The function C r r decays exponentially for small radial separation r < 40 e , but possesses a significant tail because of the streamers. The radial correlation length, defined as L r hrC r i hC r i , is found to be L r 54 e . Note that this is an underestimation of the streamer length since streamers are not oriented in parallel. The poloidal correlation length is found to be L 7 e . For comparison, the average distance between all rational surfaces of unstable modes is d r r=sqn 2 0:22 e using n 32 for k e 0:18. Transport mechanism.-The presence of radial streamers has been conjectured to drive large heat transport based on the commonly invoked mixing length argument of a transport mechanism of eddy diffusion with a step size corresponding to the eddy radial size (L r ) and a time step of the linear growth time (1=). However, such estimate of the streamer transport would yield an electron heat conductivity e an order of magnitude higher than the value measured in simulations. To resolve this discrepancy, we examine the dependence of transport on fluctuation intensity, which is responsible for electron radial heat flows. It is shown in Fig. 4 that the electron heat conductivity e is proportional to the local fluctuation intensity j r j 2 of the fluctuating radial E B drift. The fact that transport is proportional to the local fluctuation intensity suggests a diffusive process relevant to the weak turbulence regime. In contrast, transport is proportional to fluctuation amplitude j r j in the strong turbulence regime, where the decorrelation process is regulated by the coherent wave trapping of particles or by eddy self-interaction.
Using the quasilinear estimate, a phenomenological wave-particle decorrelation time can be defined as wp 2D 2 r 4:3L T = e , where D 2 e =3 is assumed. The effective radial step size is r wp r 5:6 e . The fact that d r r L r is consistent with observations from ETG simulations that electrons do not rotate around the full radial extent of streamers [11, 13] , and further supports the picture of diffusive process resulting from overlap of phase-space islands in the presence of densely packed mode rational surfaces. Consistently, wp is found to be comparable to the wave-particle decorrelation time associated with the collisionless parallel motion of electrons. The parallel decorrelation time due to the parallel dispersion and set by the spectral width of the parallel wave vector k jj k jj is jj 1 k jj e 5:3L T = e . Another kinetic effect is resonance broadening [20] , induced by the radial particle diffusion. The time scale for electron diffu- 437L T = e . The fact that wp jj ? rb shows that the transport process is dominated by the wave-particle decorrelation controlled by the parallel motion and the parallel spectral width. The decorrelation due to the radial localization of the m harmonics is also relevant, although subdominant. On the other hand, the streamer length is not directly related to the transport process, i.e., particle stochasticity, rather than eddy mixing, controls the transport.
To confirm the kinetic origin of electron heat transport, kinetic time scales must be shorter than the fluid modecoupling energy transfer time. The eddy turnover time is eddy
L r r
42L T = e . Since the ETG eigenmodes shown in Fig. 3 propagate along the toroidal direction with fixed phase velocities, the Lagrangian decorrelation time is the relevant decorrelation time scale. The two-spatial-point, two-time correlation function for the electrostatic potential is defined as C t t; htt;t;i h 2 tt;ih 2 t;i p , where potential data are taken at r 0:5a and 0 and h i represents an average over 0; 2 and for t 600; 1400L T = e . The slope of dominant structures of C t t; represents average toroidal phase velocity 0:0018 rad e =L T , which corresponds to a poloidal phase velocity of 0:32 e e =L T for field-aligned modes. This measured is close to the linear phase velocity !=k 0:34 e e =L T of the ETG modes, suggestive of wave-dominated turbulence. Now we calculate the Lagrangian time correlation function by taking the maximal value along the ridge of C t t; , i.e., moving with the wave phase velocity. The Lagrangian correlation function C t t decays exponentially with an autocorrelation time auto 346L T = e . Thus, we show that the fluid time scales are 2 orders of magnitude longer that the waveparticle decorrelation time.
Relevant time scales in ETG turbulence are summarized in Table I . Since wp jj , ? eddy , rb , auto we conclude that wave-particle decorrelation is the dominant mechanism for electron heat transport driven by the toroidal ETG turbulence, and that the transport level can be calculated using the quasilinear theory. The quasilinear expression [5] for the test particle diffusion coefficient [19] =L T is in good agreement with the value of e measured from simulations (f M is the Maxwellian distribution function). Therefore, ETG transport is driven by the local fluctuation intensity through a particle diffusion process, although ETG turbulence intensity and spectral properties are determined predominantly by wave-wave couplings, which can be treated approximately by fluid equations [11, 12] . 
